Integrated genomic and pathway analysis reveals key pathways across breast subtypes
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INTRODUCTION

We have created the Five3 Analysis Pipeline to streamline discovery of individual samples’ mutations, small indels, copy number alterations, genome rearrangements, expression changes, and resulting pathway activities. By applying this pipeline to the TCGA breast cancer datasets, we recapitulate established breast subtypes at a pathway-dependent level. For example, basal lumors appear enriched for proliferation pathways compared to luminal samples within this cohort. Expanding the pathway analysis to include TCGA lung cancer samples, we find similar subnetworks activated between basal and squamous lung and between luminal and lung adenocarcinoma. This hints at similar genomic mechanisms for these subtypes independent of tissue of origin. Finally, by analyzing genomic alterations across all breast cancers we see that samples with mutations clustered in exon 21 (kinase domain) are upregulated in proliferation-related pathways relative to other domains, independent of subtype and TP53 mutation status.

Key Points

• Automated Analysis Pipeline to discover mutations, indels, CNVs, rearrangements, expression changes and pathway activities
• Powerful sequence analysis designed specifically for processing matched tumor/normal samples
• Integrated PARADIGM Pathway analysis find subnetworks of significant activity between subtypes or phenotypes of interest
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SUMMARY

• Cancer web analysis pipeline capable of taking raw sequencing data to interpreted pathway activities
• Powerful suite of tools to allow visualization and analysis of mutations, copy-number, expression and pathway activities in an integrated fashion
• Pathway analysis reveals critical hubs that may provide opportunities for additional targeted therapies
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